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Supplement Material

A. Implementation Details

In our experiments, we choose key frames for fore-
ground editing by evenly sampling the input frames, i.e.,
every 20 frames. We train the aggregation network for 500
epochs with initial learning rate of 0.003 and momentum
of 0.9. The network consists of two convolution layers
with a ReLU in between, for which the training process
is very fast. At inference stage, we conduct the training
once for each edit. We set the lower and upper thresholds of
Canny edges as 100 and 200 respectively, which can make
the edges better represent the structure of the foreground.
The numbers in Tab. 1 are the optical flow differences be-
tween the videos before and after editing (lower is better).
We use cv2.calcOpticalFlowFarneback with default param-
eters. More detailed setting could be found in our code that
will be released soon.

B. Failure Cases

Since our approach edits the key frames by using exist-
ing pre-trained diffusion models, some failure cases will oc-
cur due to the ineffective diffusion control. For example,
our inter-frame propagation can well preserve the structure
of the target objects across time, but cannot guarantee the
quality of partial editing, as shown in Fig. A. This prob-
lem could be handled by using the masks provided by the
users in practical applications, which would be our future
work. As we discussed in the manuscript, NLA [2] may
fail to build the foreground atlas due to the complex motion
or occlusion. In this case, our editing will also fail. How-
ever, since our approach edits directly on key frames and
generates corresponding partial atlases, such failure can be
alleviated.

*The work was done when the author was with MSRA as an intern.

Method Video Training Edit Training Edit Inference
Text2LIVE [1] ∼ 10 hr ∼ 1 hours ∼ 10 sec

Tune-A-Video [4] ∼ - 30 min ∼ 4 min
StableVideo (ours) ∼ 10 hr - ∼ 30 sec

Table A: The inference speed of three methods. Video
Training: training once for each video. Edit Training: train-
ing once for each edit. Edit Inference: inference time. The
approximated cost time is tested under the video with 768
× 432 resolution and 70 frames in a single NVIDIA A40.
For StableVideo, we pick three key frames for foreground
editing.

C. Complexity Analysis

Since inference is also an essential factor for video edit-
ing, we provide the comparison of our approach to ex-
isting state-of-the-art methods, i.e., Tune-A-Video [4] and
Text2LIVE [1] as shown in Tab. A. Our approach only
needs to perform lightweight training for atlas aggregation
at inference stage, thereby being more efficient in pratical
application compared to Text2LIVE and Tune-A-Video.

Figure A: An example of failure editing. Our method gen-
erates the edited contents by leveraging existing diffusion
models [5, 3]. In the case of partial editing, e.g., changing
the color of the skirt, the diffusion models may generate the
whole person instead.
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Figure B: The editing results of foreground. The ship in this video has relatively complex geometry. Our approach can well
preserve the temporal consistency.

Figure C: The results of composite editing. We separately edit the foreground and the background with semantically corre-
lated prompts.

D. More Editing Results

We provide more editing results to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our approach. Fig. B shows the foreground
editing for the video of ”boat”. We can see that the temporal
consistency is well preserved. Fig. C shows the composite
edit of our approach. Since the foreground and background
are generated by the same diffusion model, they are highly
semantically consistent. Besides, the geometry is also be
well preserved across time.
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